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GRAVITY WAGON AUGER
The Ox Gravity Wagon Augers come with a hydraulic motor, control valve with remote rope control, and 
spring-loaded shut-off. Its universal mount fits many wagons and seed transports, and you can choose 

between cupped plastic or bristle flighting. Build it however you’d like. Just don’t keep Ox waiting.
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 Universal hopper fits most wagons and seed transports.
 Easy installation and removal.

 Simple operation. Pull the rope to start the auger and release to stop.
 Auger swings left to right and raises or lowers.

Shown with optional 3-piece telescoping spout
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GRAVITY WAGON AUGER

6” 8”
Poly Cup Flight 875 BPH 1,600 BPH

Bristle Flight 500 BPH 1,360 BPH

CAPACITIES

Auger 
Lengths

6” augers available in 12', 14' and 18' lengths. 8” auger 
available in 12' length.

Auger Tube 14 ga. cold drawn welded tube.

Flighting High density polyethylene cupped plastic modules on hex 
tube; nylon bristle flight with steel center.

Auger Drive Char Lynn 6.2 CID “H” series hydraulic motor, control valve 
with remote rope control and spring-loaded shut-off.

Transfer 
Hopper

Universal mount fits many gravity wagons and seed trans-
ports; designed for easy installation and removal.

SPECIFICATIONS

STANDARD FEATURES
 Universal hopper fits most wagons and 

seed transports.
 Easy installation and removal.
 Simple operation. Pull the rope to start 

the auger and release to stop.
 Auger swings side to side and raises or 

lowers. 30’ of left to right reach.

FLIGHTING TYPES
 Poly cup flighting: Great for conveying 

fertilizer and seed gently.
 Bristle flighting: High capacities with 

drastic reductions in seed damage.

This ain’t no show pony. The Ox gravity wagon auger is here to work. The Ox Gravity Wagon 
Augers come with a hydraulic motor, control valve with remote rope control, and spring-loaded 
shut-off. Its universal mount fits many wagons and seed transports, and you can choose between 
poly cup or bristle flighting. Build it however you’d like. Just don’t keep Ox waiting.

Shown with optional 3-piece telescoping spout

OPTIONAL FEATURES
 Solenoid valve control: Remote auger 

operation. Eliminates constant rope 
tension required for auger operation.

 4’ urethane spout
 Three-piece telescoping spout (to 

15½’)
 Hydraulic power kit: 8 HP gas engine. 

9 GPM hydraulic pump. Manual or 
electric start.


